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One: Foreign investors sign the Agreement with CEEX to become members 
Foreign institutions shall submit the following company information and application 
documents for account opening to CEEX, and sign the Member Agreement with 
CEEX to become a CEEX member.  
Documents include: the original and a copy of supporting document proofing that the 
institution is legally established and registered overseas, the copy of the Companys 
Articles of Association (including names of directors of the board or shareholders), 
notarizations letters of all translated non-Chinese documents to notarize the 
authenticity of the Chinese translation, the copy of the Resolution of Board of 
Directors that the Board agreed the decision of membership application to CEEX and 
presenting directors, shareholders and authorized representatives, copies of 
identifications of all board of directors or authorized representatives, identifications of 
the chief and general representatives in the registry, authorization letter(s) of the chief 
and general account representative, the Risk Disclosure Statement and the CEEX 
Account Opening Application of Foreign Investor. All submitted documents shall be 
stamped with paging seal on each page.  
For a foreign individual who applies for the membership, he should come to CEEX in 
person with valid personal identification and its copy;  
He shall then sign the Agreement  with CEEX to become an individual investor of 
CEEX.  
Two: Foreign investors  open NRA account in the bank 
A foreign investor can open its NRA account in the bank with the signed Agreement 
with CEEX. One CNY account must be included under its NRA account. Up to one 
foreign currency NRA account can be opened on the need-basis.  
Based on the foreign members NRA, the bank can open a virtual deposit account of 
the same currency accordingly.  
Three: CEEX  open a carbon emissions account for foreign investor. 
A foreign investor presents its NRA account information to CEEX; based on the 
account information and the agreement, CEEX will conduct review and verification 
before setting up the carbon emissions account for the foreign investor at CEEX. 
Four: Funds transfer in and out 
(1) Funds In 

Based on the transactions demand, a foreign investor can transfer funds from overseas 
to its NRA account first and then transfer the funds from the NRA account in the bank 
to CEEXs capital project special funds account (hereinafter referred to as the deposit 
account).  The sub-account number of the deposit account shall be clearly specified 



in the transfer. The notification to the bank of funds transfer must be in written form 
during the trading period. O the funds have been transferred into CEEX deposit 
account, the foreign investor should fax the transfer bill to CEEX at 0755-86938978; 
the bill should be noted with (the company name in abbreviation + the trading account) 
trading funds in and be signed.  
If the funds transferred in are in foreign currency, CEEX will use the central parity 
rate between CNY and that currency of the day it receives the funds to converse the 
amount into CNY and take 95% of the conversed amount into the foreign investors 
available funds in the system; if the funds transferred in are in CNY, CEEX will 
record the amount as the foreign investors available CNY funds in the system upon 
the receipt of the funds. For foreign investors to timely monitor their funds 
transferring status, they can call CEEX service department at 0755-86931919.  
(2)  Funds Out 

The Application for Funds Transfer Out (see attachment) should be submitted to 
CEEX when a foreign investor needs to transfer out its funds during the trading period. 
The name, account, amount of funds to be transferred, the bank account of the 
third-party custody, time of application, and etc. should be specified in the 
Application. The Application should be signed and chopped. The currency to be 
transferred out can only be the same currency when the funds were transferred in. The 
third-party custody account is the NRA account. The Application should be faxed to 
CEEXs Service Department with the original copy being sent to CEEX within one 
week. Based on the investors current transaction status (current transaction and 
entrustment), CEEX will review and verify the available funds and process the funds 
transfer out. When the applied amount to be transferred out is more than the investors 
available funds, CEEX will notify the investor to re-submit a new application.   
Five: Transaction and Settlement 
All trading products at CEEX are valued in CNY and all transactions are settled in 
CNY. 
A foreign investor can only buy in and sell out its carbon emissions within the 
available trading funds recorded in the system at the beginning of that day. The 
available trading funds at the beginning of that day = (deposit balance in foreign 
currency * the central parity rate between CNY and that currency *0.95) + deposit 
balance in CNY.  
When buying in carbon emissions, a foreign investor should ensure enough balance in 
its deposit account. Foreign currency will take priority in the settlement and the 
settlement is calculated as: the amount to be settled in foreign currency = the 
transaction value in CNY (including tax and commission)/ actual exchange rate 
published by Peoples Bank of China of the settlement day. If the balance of the 
deposit account in foreign currency is not enough, after the settlement of all available 
foreign currency in the account, CNY will be used to settle the remaining part. The 
calculation is: the remaining amount to be settled in CNY = the transaction value in 
CNY  the amount of foreign currency available * actual exchange rate published by 
Peoples Bank of China of the settlement day. 


